Experimental ulcerative herpetic keratitis. IV. Preliminary observations on the efficacy of a herpes simplex subunit vaccine
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SUMMARY Systemic vaccination of rabbits with an inactivated type 1 virus subunit vaccine induced humoral and cell-mediated immune responses. Following ocular infection with type 1 herpes virus corneal ulceration and virus excretion were reduced in the vaccinated rabbits.

There has been a recent resurgence of interest in the prevention of herpes simplex virus (HSV) infections by vaccination, and a number of inactivated vaccine preparations have been shown to have protective efficacy not only against primary type 1 (HSV-1) infections in mice and rabbits but also against the establishment of latent ganglionic infection in these animal species. Protection against herpetic keratitis and reduced severity of disease have been shown in rabbits following systemic administration of live virus or topical application or local injection of inactivated virus preparations. It seemed important therefore to determine whether a subunit inactivated vaccine which has been used towards prevention of HSV infections in human subjects would protect against ocular herpes simplex infection. This study investigates the immune response and degree of corneal protection against virus challenge in vaccinated and unvaccinated rabbits.

Materials and methods

Virus. Strain HFEM, a type 1 strain of herpes simplex virus was used for vaccine preparation; a second type 1 strain 'PH' was used for virus challenge. Viruses were titrated by the plaque method of Russell.

Vaccine preparation. The preparative method for the inactivated subunit antigenoid vaccine Ac NFU(S) MRC was followed. For the purpose of this study, however, the vaccine was prepared in BHK 21 cells.

Immunisation schedule. 2 ml of vaccine containing the equivalent of $4 \times 10^7$ cells was injected intramuscularly into each of 5 New Zealand white rabbits and the procedure repeated 3 weeks and 20 weeks later. Three untreated identical rabbits were retained as controls.

Immunological methods

Neutralisation tests. Sera were tested by neutralisation kinetics at a final 1/10 dilution in phosphate-buffered saline. Neutralisation rate constants (R values) were calculated for each serum as previously described.

Immunodiffusion tests. Vaccine and antigen preparations were routinely tested in Ouchterlony immunodiffusion plates against hyperimmune sera prepared as previously described. Sera from vaccinated and control rabbits were tested against high quality type 1 virus antigen prepared in BHK 21 cells as previously described.

Complement fixation tests. Complement fixation tests were carried out with overnight fixation at $4^\circ C$ using 4 haemolytic units of complement, and 1% suspension of sensitised sheep red blood cells as an indicator system.

Lymphocyte transformation tests. The uptake of tritiated thymidine in whole blood cultures stimulated with HSV-1 cell associated antigen was assayed as previously described.

Protection studies. The corneas of vaccinated and unvaccinated rabbits were challenged 9 weeks following the third vaccination, that is, 29 weeks following first vaccination. Corneas were infected by the microtitration method of inoculation.
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Corneal infection. The virus dose response curve and corneal infectious dose for 50% of inoculations (CID₅₀) were determined for the control and for the vaccinated rabbits. The total area of ulcers on each cornea was measured at 2 and 4 days after challenge.

Corneas were excised at the termination of the experiment on day 4 and the homogenised extracts from the 2 corneas of each rabbit assayed for infectious virus.

Conjunctival infection. Cytology smears from the conjunctival sacs were immediately fixed in ethanol and stained by the method of Papanicalaou and Trout. Specific HSV-induced cytopathic effects and nonspecific inflammatory changes were examined.

Swabs of the upper and lower conjunctival sacs were placed in 2 ml culture medium. The preparations were frozen and thawed, placed in an ultrasonic waterbath for 3 min, and infectious virus titrated.

Results

Immune responses
Neutralising antibody was detected in the serum of all vaccinated rabbits by 10 days after the first vaccination, with a mean K value of 0.06±0.01 (SE). This rose to 0.35±0.01 10 days after the second vaccination, declined to a mean of 0.13±0.02 over a 13 week period, but following a third vaccination increased again to a mean of 0.46±0.02 by the time of corneal challenge. Precipitating and complement fixing antibodies followed a similar pattern (Fig. 1).

Lymphocyte transformation responses to HSV-1 antigens were demonstrated in the peripheral blood of all vaccinated rabbits at 10 days after the first dose of vaccine, with a mean transformation index of 17.3±6.4.

Protection against ocular infection

Corneal infection. On day 2 after challenge the vaccinated rabbits were shown to be significantly more resistant to corneal HSV infection than control rabbits (p<0.001, exact 2×2 test), with a 4.8-fold increase in CID₅₀ for vaccinated animals (Fig. 2). The extent of corneal ulceration was also significantly lower in vaccinated rabbits (p<0.005, Mann-Whitney U test) (Fig. 3). Infectious virus was identified in the corneas of 3 of 5 vaccinated rabbits and in all 3 control rabbits. However, in view of the small numbers available, this difference was not statistically significant.

Conjunctival infection. Conjunctival smears were normal in both groups on the second day after challenge. By the fourth day there was evidence of inflammatory reaction in 6/6 eyes of control and 4/10 eyes of vaccinated rabbits, and there was an exact correlation between the presence of inflammatory reaction and of infectious virus in the conjunctivae at this stage.

The titres of infectious virus in conjunctival swabs were significantly lower in vaccinated than in control rabbits on both days 2 and 4 after infection (p<0.05) (Fig. 3).

Fig. 1 Development of serum neutralising (N), precipitating (P), and complement fixing (CF) antibodies during the vaccination programme. Ω = Positive result. Θ = Negative result. Η = equivocal result.
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Discussion

This study has demonstrated that systemic administration of a type 1 HSV subunit vaccine will stimulate humoral and cellular immune responses with good levels of protection against corneal challenge with live HSV-1 virus.

While humoral antibody was stimulated by one vaccination, the level of activity was almost certainly 'boosted' by a second vaccination. Thereafter, following a 3-month rest period, humoral antibody levels declined but at least in terms of neutralising antibody were rigorously stimulated by a further vaccination. This is consistent with previous studies on vaccination against both HSV and pseudorabies virus, where, although neutralising antibody clearly declined to undetectable levels by 3 months following vaccination, good levels of neutralising antibody and clear evidence of protection were apparent following challenge with live virus. It appears therefore that a low or undetectable level of neutralising antibody is not inconsistent with a state of protection of vaccinated animals. To what extent the degree of protection correlates with other parameters of the immune response, for example, duration or maximum levels of antibody or cellular immune reactions following vaccination, will require more detailed

Fig. 2 Virus dose response curves for corneas of control (—) and vaccinated (○—○) rabbits.

Fig. 3 Extent of herpetic corneal ulceration, and titres of infectious virus in corneal extracts and in conjunctival swab media, in control (C) and vaccinated (V) rabbits: mean ± SE.
investigation of the temporal changes in these responses and their relationship to protection levels.

The degree of protection against corneal HSV infection observed in the vaccinated rabbits was marked but was less great than that afforded by immunisation with live virus. Although 3 injections of vaccine were given, it is possible that adjustment of the schedule might enhance the efficacy of vaccination. It is apparent, of course, that protection was not complete, which accords with other vaccination protection studies in this infection. Indeed complete protection by immunological mechanisms in any infection transmitted by the cutaneous route may be an unobtainable goal. On the other hand it is certain that the dosage and efficiency of infection technique in our experimental ocular infections constituted a considerably more rigorous virus challenge than would be obtained in the contraction of infection per naturam. Protection of the vaccinated animals was already apparent at 2 days after corneal challenge, following a pattern similar to that observed in rabbits immunised with live virus. The incidence of latent ganglionic infection could not be determined in the present investigation, but it is intended to extend the experimental model to study this aspect of vaccine efficacy.

It should be remembered that the experimental model used here is one of primary, exogenous infection, and the value of the vaccine in preventing secondary exogenous infection, or in inhibiting recurrence, is as yet undetermined. However, a substantial minority of the population in developed countries exhibits no serological evidence of previous HSV infection, and the importance of primary HSV infections, particularly at the genital site, is becoming increasingly apparent. It may be concluded that the selective administration of the subunit vaccine used here, with the prime object of prevention of HSV disease at more frequent sites of infection, would also be expected to provide a considerable degree of protection against ulcerative herpetic keratitis.
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